Random regression models in the evaluation
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ABSTRACT. Random regression models were used to estimate the
types and orders of random effects of (co)variance functions in the
description of the growth trajectory of the Simbrasil cattle breed.
Records for 7049 animals totaling 18,677 individual weighings were
submitted to 15 models from the third to the fifth order including as
fixed effects sex, contemporary group, feeding regimen, and type
of reproduction and as random effects additive direct genetic effect,
animal permanent environment, maternal additive genetic effect,
and maternal permanent environment. The best-fit model presented
order five to additive direct genetic effect, animal permanent
environment, and maternal additive effect, with 6 classes of residual
variances, and the maternal permanent environment effect was not
significant, likely owing to the low average number of calves per
cow. However, the model chosen for the growth curve presents three
classes of residual variances, because even not showing the best fit
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it is more parsimonious, in addition to promoting a more realistic
estimate of heritability.
Key words: (Co)variance functions; Residual variance; Heritability

INTRODUCTION
Selection has been responsible for progressive changes in the Brazilian beef cattle
industry (Alencar, 2004). As a consequence, the country occupies a leading position in beef
cattle production and in the international market of meat exports as one of the highest producers
and exporters (IBGE, 2011).
The Simbrasil breed is among the genetic resources available in Brazil. This breed
was introduced in 1945, when crossbreeding between the Simmental and Guzerá breeds began in the municipality of Muqui, Espírito Santo State. It is a synthetic breed generated by
alternate breeding from the Simmental and Zebu genotypes. Its performance attributes include
robust milk production and carcasses of good classification in addition to strong growth index,
ease of management, and adaptation to tropical regions (ABCRSS, 2011).
In Brazil, genetic evaluations for growth traits in beef cattle usually make use of
multi-trait analyses for the prediction of breeding values of animals. Generally, weight measurements are taken at various ages, which adjusts the weights for the standard ages and excludes weights that lie outside of the pre-established age intervals. This convention reduces
the accuracy of predicted breeding values (Meyer, 2004). Thus, this information is not used
effectively in the genetic evaluation of animals (Sarmento et al., 2010).
Recently, Henderson Jr. (1982) and Laird and Ware (1982) have developed random
regression models (RRM) as alternatives that describe the trajectory at all points instead of
finite points and, unlike the traditional methodologies, consider that productive records of the
same individual at different ages to refer to the same trait with different genetic correlations
between them (Biassus et al., 2010). The adjustment order for random effects must be carefully analyzed with models more parsimonious because a perfect adjustment could lead to an
increase in computational demand and susceptibility to numeric errors (Legarra et al., 2004).
Meyer (1999) has reported strong agreement between analyses when adjusting a phenotypic curve by means of covariance functions both for the direct additive effect and for
those that separate the direct additive genetic effect from the permanent environmental effect.
Marques et al. (1999), working with Simmental beef cattle, have verified increases in residual
variances as animals grew old. This increase may be due to a scale effect in the weight of
the animals, which could cause bias in the evaluations if a model of homogeneity of residual
variance is adopted (Sarmento et al., 2010), i.e., the use of such model means that variances
attributed to random effects are not partitioned correctly (Sousa et al., 2008). The objective of
the present study was to estimate the types and orders of random effects of (co)variance functions at the description of the growth trajectory of Simbrasil beef cattle using RRM adjusted
by Legendre polynomials.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The data used in this research were obtained from Simbrasil beef cattle and provided
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by the Associação Brasileira de Criadores das Raças Simental e Simbrasil [Brazilian Association of Simbrasil and Simmental Cattle Farmers (ABCRSS)] in the municipality of Cachoeiro
de Itapemirim in Espírito Santo State, Brazil. The data were part of a file with 18,677 individual weighings corresponding to 7049 animals born between 1974 and 2006. Weight values
were obtained at quarterly intervals by the Controle de Desenvolvimento Ponderal (Weight
Development Control) of ABCRSS on 96 beef cattle farms in several states in Brazil. In addition to weight at birth, weight values were collected at approximately 100, 205, 365, 450, 540,
and 730 days of age (Figure 1). The averages of the weights at each age assessed are presented
in Figure 2. The descriptive statistics for the characteristics studied are presented in Table 1.

Figure 1. Number of measures for each age contained in the database.

Figure 2. Mean weights from birth to 810 days old.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the weights collected at different ages.
Standard age (inteval of age in days)
At birth
100 (60-149)
205 (150-299)
365 (300-419)
450 (420-499)
540 (500-619)
730 (620-810)

Minimum (kg)

Maximum (kg)

Mean (kg)

CV (%)

25
66.64
109.180
164.690
182.420
199.90
203.25

55
208.41
335.690
532.700
647.660
769.80
950.22

38.599
127.772
221.444
310.868
352.531
423.048
526.36

15.142
20.053
19.770
25.407
28.141
29.538
32.209

CV = coefficient of variation.

All products obtained through embryo transfer were excluded from the weights file,
as were as animals with unknown mothers, to make possible the study of maternal effects.
Overall, the herds included in the study do not use a mating season, and births are distributed
uniformly throughout the year. The structure of residual variances was modeled considering
1 homogeneous class and 6 classes with heterogeneity of variances. The classes used were
CL1: for homogeneous; CL2: 1-299 and 300-810 days; CL3: 1-59, 60-299, and 300-810 days;
CL4: 1-59, 60-299, 300-499, and 500-810 days; CL5: 1-59, 60-299, 300-419, 420-499, and
500-810 days; CL6: 1-59, 60-149, 150-299, 300-419, 420-499, and 500-810 days, and CL7:
1-59, 60-149, 150-299, 300-419, 420-499, 500-619, and 620-810 days of age, with CLm as
the modeling of variance heterogeneity in which m represented the number of classes. The
numerator relationship matrix was built with information from all generations available and
had 9864 animals.
In matrix notation, the model and its respective assumptions can be described as follows:
(Equation 1)

where y is a vector of N observations referring to Nd animals; b is a vector that contains the
fixed effects; a is a ka x Nd vector of direct additive genetic random regression coefficients; Nd
is the total number of animals in the numerator relationship matrix between the individuals
(A); m is the km x Nd vector of maternal additive genetic random regression coefficients; c
is a kC x Nd vector of animal permanent environmental random regression coefficients; q is
a kq x Nm vector of maternal permanent environmental random regression coefficients, with
Nm equal to the number of females that have progeny with records; e is a vector of random
effects, and X, Z1, Z2, W1, and W1 refer to the incidence matrices of fixed regression coefficients, direct additive genetic, maternal additive genetic, animal permanent environmental,
and maternal permanent environmental random regression coefficients. Ka, Km, Kc, and Kq
are, respectively, the (co)variance matrices, between the direct additive genetic, maternal
additive genetic, animal permanent environmental, and maternal permanent environmental
random regression coefficients. INd is an identity matrix of dimension Nd; is the Kronecker
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product, and R is a diagonal matrix of residual variances with elements that depend on the
structure used. The covariance between the direct additive genetic and maternal effects was
assumed to be zero.
The fixed effects used were sex, contemporary group (herd, year, and birth season),
type of mating (natural mating or artificial insemination), and feeding regimen (RA1 =
animals on pasture with mineralized salt; RA2 = animals on pasture with feed supplementation; RA3 = animals in feedlot). The fixed regressions of order three (quadratic) and the
random ones of direct additive, maternal additive, animal permanent environmental, and
maternal permanent environmental effects were represented by continuous functions, the
covariables of which have been described by Legendre polynomials with orders varying
from three to five.
The components of (co)variances and the genetic parameters were estimated using
the method of restricted maximum likelihood with the WOMBAT software (Meyer, 2007).
The models with various fitting orders for the polynomials were compared using the logarithm of the likelihood function (log L), Akaike information criterion (AIC), and Bayesian
information criterion (BIC). AIC and BIC impose penalties according to the number of
parameters to be estimated and were defined as follows:
AIC = -2log L+ 2 p,

(Equation 2)

BIC = -2log L + p log[N - r(X )]

(Equation 3)

where p is the number of parameters estimated, N is the number of observations, r(X) is the
rank of the incidence matrix of the fixed effect of the model, and log L is the logarithm of the
likelihood function.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the analyses using various RRM are presented in Table 2. Overall, log
L values were lower in less parameterized models (see Table 2); however, some models with
a large number of parameters presented lower log L values. Baldi et al. (2010), working with
Canchim cattle, have observed that in models in which all random effects (direct additive,
maternal additive, animal permanent environmental, and maternal permanent environmental)
are included, the amount of adjustment is compromised. With respect to AIC and BIC, we
found a tendency for lower values in more parameterized models; however, when the number
of parameters was greater, the model did not always provided better fit.
The model with the best fit according to the log L, AIC, and BIC criteria was the one
that presented order five for direct additive, animal permanent environmental, and maternal
additive effect with 46 parameters (Leg555; see Table 2). Meyer (2003) has recommended
model Leg4353_32 with 69 parameters in Angus to estimate covariance functions of weight
from birth until 3000 days of age. Boligon et al. (2010), working with weight records of Nellore females for the estimation of covariance functions for weights from birth until adulthood,
have observed that according to AIC and BIC criteria, the most suitable models for the description of the trajectory are models Leg4454_5 and Leg4363_5 with 50 and 48 parameters,
respectively.
Genetics and Molecular Research 12 (1): 528-536 (2013)
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Table 2. Order of polynomial for direct additive genetic effects (ka) and maternal (km) and permanent
environmental effects of animal (kc) and maternal (kq), number of parameters (NP), logarithm of the likelihood
function (log L) criterion, Akaike information criterion (AIC), and Schwarz Bayesian criterion (BIC).
Model1

ka

kc

km

kq

Np

log L

AIC

BIC

Leg33
Leg34
Leg45
Leg55
Leg333
Leg3333
Leg343
Leg443
Leg444
Leg454
Leg455
Leg555
Leg4444
Leg4544
Leg5555

3
3
4
5
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
4
4
5

3
4
5
5
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
4
5
5

3
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
4
4
5

3
4
4
5

13
17
26
31
19
25
23
27
31
36
41
46
41
46
61

-70,777.024
-70,130.613
-69,049.085
-71,779.071
-63,485.277
-63,484.272
-63,719.302
-63,748.911
-63,337.531
-66,745.128
-64,029.661
-62,608.523
-62,976.208
-62,883.232
-63,785.973

141,580.048
140,295.226
138,150.170
143,620.142
127,008.554
127,018.544
127,484.604
127,551.822
126,737.062
133,562.256
128,141.322
125,309.046
126,034.416
125,858.464
127,693.946

141,681.222
140,427.530
138,352.518
143,861.404
127,154.374
127,210.414
127,661.124
127,759.042
126,974.982
133,841.318
128,455.990
125,662.088
126,349.084
126,211.506
128,162.110

Leg ka kc km kp = order of the covariance function for the direct additive genetic effects (ka), the permanent
environment of animal (kc), direct additive maternal (km), and maternal permanent environmental (kq).

Such divergence may be due to the nonsignificance of the maternal permanent environment in the present study. This nonsignificance can be attributed to the low number of
calves per cow, which was, on average, 1.7. This result is in accordance with those of Pelicioni
et al. (2003), who failed to estimate successfully maternal permanent environmental effects
when working with a database of Guzerá cattle with an average number of calves per mother
of approximately 1.5 calves for weight at birth, 1.3 calves for ages 30 to 210 days, and 1.2
calves from that age onward. Similar results with the same breed have been observed by Bittencourt et al. (2002) and Tanaka et al. (2009), who also worked with an average number of
calves per cow below 2.
The adjustment of polynomials for the direct additive, maternal additive, and maternal
permanent environmental regression increased as its degree rose. Nevertheless, convergence
problems occurred when polynomial orders above five were used, probably associated with
eigenvalues close to zero in the random regression coefficients matrix, which according to
Nobre et al. (2003) demonstrates that the fitting order is satisfactory.
When the random effects were considered, the model with homogeneity of residual
variances (Leg555_1; Table 3) showed the worst fit, with improvement overall of log L, AIC,
and BIC criteria, indicating that the behavior of the residual variance is different throughout
the growth trajectory. Meyer (1999) and Baldi et al. (2010) have achieved similar results using
beef cattle weights that varied from birth to the adulthood. According to the results from the
statistical criteria of log L, AIC, and BIC, model Leg3555_6 with 51 parameters generated
the best fit (see Table 3). However, this model, with 6 residual classes, resulted in significant
increases in the residual and phenotypic variances. Some models, both those with few and
those with many classes of residual variances (Figures 3 to 5), presented biased estimates of
total and direct additive heritabilities, generally showing values superior to those found in the
literature for beef cattle, according to a review by Lira et al. (2008). Therefore, the model with
three classes of residual variances was chosen for the residual variance despite lacking the best
fitting according to the statistical criteria described above. This model was the most parsimonious and provided the most realistic heritability estimates. These results are in accordance
Genetics and Molecular Research 12 (1): 528-536 (2013)
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with those of Baldi et al. (2010), who have published models with a higher number of residual
classes that provided better fit; however, these models increased the residual and phenotypic
variances, altering the direct heritability.
Table 3. Classes of residual variance, number of parameters (NP), log-likelihood function (log L), Akaike
information criterion (AIC), and Schwarz Bayesian criterion (BIC) for model Leg3555.
Classes

ka

kc

km

kq

Np

log L

AIC

BIC

Leg555_1
Leg555_2
Leg555_3
Leg555_4
Leg555_5
Leg555_6
Leg555_7

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

-

46
47
48
49
50
51
52

-62,608.523
-58,637.578
-57,733.999
-57,733.502
-57,690.182
-57,580.401
-58,289.810

125,309.046
117,369.156
115,563.998
115,565.004
115,480.364
115,262.802
116,683.620

125,662.088
117,729.872
115,932.390
115,941.107
115,864.106
115,654.218
117,082.712

Leg ka kc km kp = order of the covariance function for the direct additive genetic effects (ka), the permanent
environment of animal (kc), direct additive maternal (km), and maternal permanent environmental (kq).

Figure 3. Total heritabilities in different classes of residual variance.

Figure 4. Direct heritabilities in different classes of residual variance.
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Figure 5. Maternal heritabilities in different classes of residual variance.

We recommend model Leg555_3 as the growth trajectory of Simbrasil beef cattle, and
it differs from those for other breeds. For instance, Albuquerque and Meyer (2001), when estimating covariance functions in Nellore cattle for weights from birth to approximately 2 years
of age, have used model Leg4463, and Baldi et al. (2010), working with Canchim cattle with
records of weight from birth to adult age, have recommended model Leg4352.
Heterogeneity of residual variance with three classes must be considered using an
RRM of order five for direct additive genetic effect, animal permanent environmental effect,
and maternal genetic effect to model the changes according to the age of animals in Simbrasil
beef cattle.
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